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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents an agent based market model for combined operation of the grid connected smart
microgrids with price sensitive consumers by executing demand side management strategies. This
model maintains a non-discriminative market environment among the consumers and generators of the
microgrids connected across the distribution system. The novelty of this agent model is in two fold. First,
a novel incentive mechanism called priority banking is proposed to encourage the consumers by giving
them a share in locally available generation. This mechanism also monitors how often the consumers are
utilizing the incentives and thereby updates their priority. Second, after executing the contracts obtained
from themarket, the loss contribution of each trade to the overall network loss is calculated using a novel
network loss allocation method. The applicability and effectiveness of the proposed agent based market
model are exemplified using an IEEE 37 bus distribution feeder network with two grid connected smart
microgrids simulated in Open DSS and the proposed multi-agent system is built on JADE framework.
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CTLA Current Tracing Network Loss Allocation2

DG Distributed Generator3

DGA Distributed Generator Agent4

DI Demand Interval5
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JADE Java Agent DEvelopment10
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1. Introduction 21

In microgrid scenario, one of the challenging tasks is reducing 22

large energy imbalances due to the uncertainty in energy supply 23

from renewable based Distributed Generators (DGs) and/or the 24

dynamic nature of electricity consumption. The imbalances which 25

are small in size can be handled effectively by the frequency 26

control mechanisms of the microgrids such as droop control in 27

case of islandedmicrogrids [1,2]. In case of large supply or demand 28

variations these control systems fail to operate the microgrid 29

within the pre-specified frequency regimes. This necessitates the 30

development of energymanagement strategies for microgrids that 31
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are highly prone to large energy imbalances [3]. One of the feasible,1

perhaps the simple, energy management strategy for distribution2

systems with multiple microgrids is operating them as a single3

cluster [4–7]. This enhances the amount of energy harnessed and4

utilized from the intermittent sources of energy, which eventually5

improves their plant load factors [5,6]. Under this scenario, the6

energy can be wheeled among the microgrids to lessen the energy7

deficit in individual microgrids using the excess energy of others.8

The aggregated effect of this practice eventuallymakes the groupof9

microgrids self-sustained and lowers the dependency on the utility10

grid.11

The feasibility of combined operation of microgrids can be12

further improved by embedding the Demand Side Management13

(DSM) strategies into the operation. DSM is one of the economically14

viable options for settling down the energy imbalances caused15

by irrational consumption of electricity by aligning the energy16

consumption to the supply. Majority of the DSM strategies are17

centered to reduce the peak demand by shifting the energy18

demand from peak hours to off-peak hours. Among the various19

approaches to implement DSM strategies, Demand Response20

(DR) is the most popular and effective approach to handle21

medium to large power imbalances [8,9]. It promotes deliberative22

participation of consumers in electricity enterprise to limit energy23

imbalances in the system to the range of load frequency control24

mechanisms [10].25

In DR programs, either the price of electricity or the operators’26

request acts as guiding criteria for consumers with adjustable27

loads to participate in these programs [11]. One of the essential28

factors to consider while designing a DR program is the incentive29

mechanism, which sets guidelines to quantify the amount of30

incentive to be catered to the consumers based on their active31

involvement in the program. Therefore, it is one of the factors32

that decides the success rate and long-term adoptability of the DR33

programs.34

The DR approaches reported in literature have introduced35

few incentive mechanisms which can be categorized as financial36

and non-financial incentive based programs. For example, the37

incentive mechanisms used in DR models proposed in [12,38

13] are price based in which the incentives given to the39

consumers includes a financial component such as momentary40

financial rebates. On the other hand, [6,14] present a DR41

model with non-financial incentive mechanisms based on the42

performance indices. The indices are calculated on daily basis43

and are used as tokens to prioritize the consumers in availing44

local generation under the power shortages. Ref. [6] uses the45

frequency and size of DRparticipation to calculate the performance46

index whereas [14] uses the savings resulted from customer47

participation in DR programs. Similarly, in [15] an incentive48

mechanism is presented with a metric based on the amount49

of energy demand slid to the subsequent time frames and50

the corresponding voltage improvement resulted due to the51

DR participation of consumers. Although these mechanisms are52

successful in encouraging consumers to participate in DR, the53

provision of carry forwarding the incentives leftover by the54

consumers to the subsequent days is lacking. Therefore, in this55

work a non-financial mechanism is proposed by addressing the56

above mentioned research gap.57

In the context of non-financial incentive DR programs, the58

practice of prioritizing the customers using voltage improvement59

or total peak load reduction may not accurately estimate the60

incentives to be catered. This is due to the fact that the overall61

systemperformance is not solely depends on the load participating62

in DR program but also on the other dynamic loads running63

on the system. Therefore, in this work a novel way of deciding64

the incentives to individual customers based on the relative DR65

activities of the co-existing loads is proposed.66

The energy management applications for multiple microgrids 67

reported in the literature, such as [6,14] and [16] have introduced 68

the energy tradingmechanisms using auctionmarkets for enabling 69

the energy exchange among them. However, these mechanisms 70

have not covered the ohmic nature of the network and the share 71

of each energy contract in the overall network losses. This causes 72

imbalance in the economic framework of the system operation 73

while calculating the monthly pay-offs and revenues. Also, in a 74

competitive grid environment the utility grids are profit motivated 75

which connotes that the grid energy selling price is more than 76

the buying price. Unless there exists a pre-purchase agreement, 77

utilities practice the same strategy for all the loads with captive 78

power generation and microgrids that inject and draw small 79

amounts of energy. Therefore in this work, a virtual energy trading 80

scenario is suggested among the microgrids of the distribution 81

system where the energy mismatches in microgrids are handled 82

through trading with the co-existing microgrids. 83

In this paper, an energy spot market model is presented for 84

the combined operation of smart microgrids along with the DSM, 85

in particular DR. The microgrids considered for this study are 86

assumed to have control over adjustable loads through a control 87

element placed in the customer premises. The energy spot market 88

and the concerned entities of market are realized as agents using 89

Java Agent DEvelopment (JADE) framework. This is a very common 90

and widely accepted practice of using Multi-Agent System (MAS) 91

for smartgrid simulations. For example, [4] proposes a MAS based 92

transient stability simulation platform for controlling distribution 93

systems with multiple microgrids by dynamically reconfiguring 94

the system state using artificial intelligent decision making. 95

Ref. [17] presents a decentralized agent system for controlling the 96

smart-microgrids under dynamic supply and demand conditions 97

with self-organizing agents that follow consensus protocol to 98

coordinate with each other. MAS based frameworks are used to 99

simulate the electricity markets in microgrid scenario with agents 100

representing DGs and loads [6,16,18]. 101

The DR management model proposed in this paper follows a 102

novel incentive mechanism called priority banking to judiciously 103

quantify, and monitor the incentive allotment and usage by 104

the consumers participating in DR. The priority assigned to the 105

consumers signifies the share in local generation under power 106

deficit scenarios. Unlike the incentive mechanisms presented in 107

[6,14] and [15], this mechanism determines the incentives based 108

on the number of DR enrollments, the flexibility provided by 109

consumers for shifting their appliances to subsequent time frames 110

and the amount of incentives availed by consumers in earlier time 111

frames. 112

After obtaining the energy contracts, the overall distribution 113

network losses are segregated among the network nodes (DGs and 114

loads) using a novel network loss allocation method. Subsequent 115

to allocating the network losses to nodes the trading prices are 116

revised. The rationale behind proposed loss allocation can be 117

explained as follows. The distribution network loss allocation 118

methods reported in literature, such as [19,20], have taken DGs as 119

negative sources and allocated negative loss. This is conceptually 120

acceptable as the presence of DG reduces losses in the system 121

and hence reward for decreasing the losses should be credited to 122

these generators. However, in the paradigm of competitive energy 123

markets the notion of rewarding the decrease in system losses due 124

to DG may not be valid as they are also active participants of the 125

competitive market. These generators engage in transactions for 126

their economic benefit and thus become the users of the network, 127

and hence should be apportioned losses for their transactions. 128

The proposed method addresses the aforementioned gap and 129

segregates the I2R losses of the distribution network among DGs 130

and loads without subsidizing the sources. 131

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents 132

the proposed agent based market model and the roles of various 133
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